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Nurture the Earth!

Wittus hosted “Solarize Lewisboro
- Pound Ridge!” for Earth Day
nd
which fell on Saturday April 22
this year, why not make May Earth
month! Finding ways to make the
world a more environmentally
friendly place includes replacing
an old wood stove with a new one. Wittus fireplaces and
stoves are designed to do just that. Our contemporary styles
are made with high grade steel and energy efficient design
that are built to last a lifetime. See the entire line on our
website www.wittus.com.

Happy Pizza Oven
May is all about getting outside after a
long winter indoors. The Happy Pizza
oven is the perfect product to make this
happen in a flash. Cooking food in the
Happy Pizza oven is easy and the
results are delicious. It’s pure outdoor
gourmet cuisine the fun way. 3 models
are available to suit every cook: Solo,
Family, and Professional. See our website for oven
dimensions and detailed product info.

A Hug Without Touching, HYGGE

Denmark is the happiest
country in the world! Maybe it
is because there are around
750,000
fireplaces
and
wood burning stoves in homes
throughout Denmark (Danish
Ministry). Fire is light and light
is Hygge (HOO-GA), the joys and warmth of a comfortable
lifestyle. What is happier than a glass of wine among family
and friends gathered around the fire. It’s time to embrace a
Wittus fireplace and feel the hygge! Here are some
suggestions.

All Things Hygge:
•

A Fireplace with a comfortable chair nearby

•

Candles and good ambient lighting

•

Nature and things made out of wood

•

Earth tone ceramics and home accents

•

Comfortable cushions, blankets and furnishings

•

Books and good reads around the fire.

Stove News
One Stop Shopping with Style

“Hooga? Hhyooguh? Heurgh? It is not important how you
choose to pronounce or even spell hygge. To paraphrase one
of the greatest philosophers of our time- Winnie-the-Poohwhen asked how to spell a certain emotion, “You don’t spell
it, you feel it.”
~Meik Wiking, The Little Book of Hygge

Kitchen Comfort, Domina
There’s nothing like food prepared
on/in a wood burning stove. The taste,
the smell and the ambiance of the
wood burning fire are all a part of the
experience. Cook stoves from de
Manincor are the perfect solution. The
Domina, (featured here) has a stove
top and an oven that can cook your
food and heat your home at the same
time. See the full collection under cook
stoves on our product page.

Grill Revolution

A revelation in outdoor cooking, the
“good time” Phoenix Grill is designed
to make grilling a pleasure. The
conical design funnels the smoke up
and away from the chef. Food
prepared on the Phoenix grill is
extraordinary and each bit is tastier
than the next. The multi-level grill rack
adjustments act as a
temperature gauge
allowing the cook to grill to perfection. Also
available is the Firebird Grill, made from the
same corten steel that takes on a beautiful
patina when left outside. See both on our
website.

Go Outside and Cook, Faltovn
A very special outdoor stove, the
Faltovn is portable and practical.
Designed by Harrie Leenders of
the Netherlands, the stove is
conveniently compact and folds
up to fit into a portable carry bag,
including the stove pipe! (the
black leather
bag is shown).
Weighing just 22lbs, take this into the
wilderness or to the back yard for a
cooking experience like no other.

